NEW MAINTENANCE STRATEGIES IN CHEMICAL INDUSTRY.
FRAME INDUSTRY 4.0

Date: 03 Oct
Time: 09:30-14.00h
Where: CC1 Room 1.2

Programme

09:30-10:00  Reception and check in

10:00-10:15  Welcome words and Technical Meeting presentation
Ph. Dr. Eng. Francisco Javier González Fernández, AEM President

10:15-10:45  Opening Conference
ENVIRONMENT INDUSTRY 4.0 IN CHEMICAL INDUSTRY MAINTENANCE
ACTUALLY: DON’T PANIC!!
Ph. Dr. Eng. Manuel Vicente Buil, General Director – LAVIC RECHNOLOGIES,
Chemical Engineering Professor – BARCELONA UNIVERSITY

10:45-11:15  An answer to the technological impact challenges: Technicians’ dual training
Eng. Javier Almandoz. Technical Director – NAVEC GROUP

11:15-11:45  COFFEE BREAK

11:45-12:15  Energetic Audits applied to efficiency Control. Future Strategies
Eng. Miguel Ángel Rodríguez del Palacio, General Director – GRUPHELCO

12:15-12:45  MAINTENANCE AND ENVIRONMENT KEEPING
Eng. Ángel Santamaría Bugedo, Maintenance Chief – TARRAGONA REPSOL
CHEMICAL PLANT

12:45-13:15  BIG EITHER SMALL DATA IN MAINTENANCE MANAGING? THAT IS THE QUESTION
Eng. David Faro Ruiz, CEO & Founder – ItegraPdM

13:15-13:45  EFFICIENCY CONTROLS IN CHEMICAL AND PROCESS INDUSTRIES.
MOST OUTSTANDING KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS: APLICATION AND
MANAGEMENT. (Practical cases).
D. Félix Tobalina, Director General – TOBALINA CONSULTING GROUP

Last update: 01/09/2017
13:45-14:00  FAREWELL AND CLOSING WORDS
Ph. Dr. Eng. Francisco Javier González Fernández, AEM President

14:00  END OF TECHNICAL MEETING

INSCRIPTION FEES:

Early Booking: 77€. Limit date 12nd september

From 13th september, 110€ fee.
AEM members: 50% reduction.
Fee includes Attendance to all Conferences, Documentation and Coffee Break.

Organizers